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Abstract 
USA 
Coutant, B., Some cardinal function relationships between C,(X) and finite powers of a space 
X, Topology and its Applications 39 (1991) 245-259. 
New bounds for the spread and hereditary density of the finite powers of the domain space X 
are obtained in terms of C,(X), the space of continuous real-valued functions with the topology 
of pointwise convergence. Sharp bounds are found for spaces X that include: spaces with a 
G,-diagonal, topological vector spaces, and Lindeliif homogeneous spaces. Corollaries of these 
will give bounds on the spread and hereditary Lindeliif degree of C,(X)*. 
KeJvwords: Space of continuous real-valued functions, hereditary Lindeliif degree, hereditary 
density, spread. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54C30, 54C35, 54A25. 
ntroductio 
In 1980/81 Zenor [9] and VeliEko [8] independently proved the followi 
function relationships between a Tychonoff space and its continuous, real-valued 
functions with the topology of pointwise convergence, C,(X). 
(1) sup{hL(X”): n E IV} = sup(hd[C,(X)“]: n E IV}. 
(2) sup{hd(X”): n EN} = sup(hL[C,(X)“]: n EN). 
(3) sup(s(X”): n EN} = sup(s[C,(X)“]: n E NJ}. 
VeliEko was able to improve the first 
hd[Cp( X)“] for any positive integer n. 
for the other two cardiaa: fu 
Lindeliif degree of C,(X)“+ 
question remains only for 
asked again in Arhangel’skii’s 
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In this paper it is shown that s[ Cp(X)‘] G S[ C,(X)]+ (this inequality will imply 
the respective inequality for the hereditary Lindeliif degree). In addition, a variety 
of conditions are given for which the spreads of C,(X) and C,(X)’ must be equal. 
We start by considering relationships between subsets A c_ X and collections 
9~ C,(X), where S separates the points of A from closed sets in A (Vx E X and 
F c A, (xe F)a(3f~ P,f(x) &f( F))). Note that this is the definition used by most 
authors. However, some authors require that f(x) = 0 and f( F) C_ [ 1,~). Lemma 1.1 
shows that for the purposes of this paper the stronger condition may be assumed 
without any loss of generality. Finally, all spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose 9 c C,( X ) separates the points of A c X from the closed sets in 
A. 7Yhen there is an P C_ C,(X) such that for each point x E A and set F c_ A (x @ F) 
there is an f E 9” with f ( F) E [ 1,~) and f (x) = 0. Further for each cardinal function 
C$ in {d, hd, L, hL, s}, 4(9*) b (6(S). 
We define the new collection to be 
p = {fnJx): f E 9, n EN, and 4 E Q} 
where fnJx) = max(n]ftx) - ~1 -i, 0). Then 9” is a continuous image of S’ x N x Ul!. 
Hence for each cardinal function 4 in (d, hd, L, hL, s}, 4( 9”) s 4( 9). Further 3 
will have the separation properties needed by selecting appropriate n, q and J: Cl 
Proposition 1.2. If A c_ X and 9 E C,(X) separates the points in A from closed sets 
in A, then 
(a) hd(A)shL(S); 
(b) hL(A)< hd(S); and 
(c) s(A) d s(9). 
Proof. For proofs see [9] or [8]. Cl 
The idea behind most of the theorems will be to construct collections %= 
{(A,, 3$): cy E w} such that Va E o: 
(i) A, E X and Sa c C,(X); 
(ii) & separates the points of A, from closed sets; 
(iii) we have bounds on +( 9,) for each of the cardinal functions 4 in Proposition 
1.2; and 
(iv) X =u {A, : a E o}. 
Theorem 1.3. (a) There is a continuous image of C,,,, (X x Q)” in C,( C,(X)) that 
separates the points in C,(X) from closed sets in C,(X). 
(b) There is a pair of continuous images of C,(X) in C,(X’) that separates the 
points in X2 from cfosed sets in X2. 
(c) For each n E N there is a Jinite collection of continuous images of C,(X)’ in 
C,(X”) that separates the points in X n from closed sets in X “. 
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Proof. (a) First we define i.r : C,(X) + IR by i.Jf) =f(x), Vx E X. Then the collection 
c p+&k[XXQ]- 
(x.9)~ J 
will work. 
For (b) and (c) see the proof and the comments at the end of the proof of Lemma 
3.1. cl 
efinition 1.4. For a cardinal function 4 we define 4* by 
4*(X) = sup(4(X”): n E 0). 
By theorems of Zenor (see [9]) 
(1) s*(X) = min{hL*(X), hd*(X)} and 
(2) d*(X) = 4(X0) for 4 E (s, hd, hL} (in general we have #(X”) = 4*(X). K). 
Corollary 1.5 (VeliEko). For any space X 
(a) hL(X2)~hd[C,(X)]~hd[C~(X)2]=hL*(X); 
(b) hd( X2) s hL[ C,(X)] s hL[ C,( X)2] = hd*( X); and 
(c) s(X2) s s[ C,(X)] s s[ cp(x)2] = s*(x). 
marks 1.6. (1) Since we are only considering Tychonoff spaces, s(X) G hL(X), 
(X)~nw(X)=nw[Cp(X)]~2”‘X’. Hence all of the above cardinals must be 
between s(X) and 2s’x). (Showing that nw(X) = nw[ C,( )] is an easy exercise 
using the fact that X can be embedded in C&(X). The other i:lequa.lities are in [ 53. j
(2) C,(X)” is homeomorphic to C,( X x 0). Thus we easily get that 4*[ C,( X)] = 
4[Cp(X)o], since 4*(X) = 4*(X x o) for 4 in (hd, hL, s}. 
We conclude Section 1 by noting two cases for which Corollary 1.5 can be 
improved. 
.7. If a compact space X contains a copy of X x 2, then there is a 
continuous map from C,(X) onto C,(X)‘. Hence Vn EN, +[C,(X)“] = +[&(X)]. 
Proof. Use the restriction mapping. By the Urysohn extension theorem the range 
is Cp(X x 2), which is homeomorphic to the square. Cl 
As we will see in Theorem 4.6, even if X is not compact, it is still true that if X 
contains a copy of X x 2, then for n E NJ, 4[ C,(X)“] = 4[ &(X)1. 
D.S. Pavlovskii). If X is a O-dimensional space, then 
= hL[ C,( X)]; 
(b) hL*(X) = hd[C,(X)]; an 
(c) s”(X) = c4w1* 
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roof. Modify the proof of Lemma 2.1J3.1 below using characteristic functions. Cl 
.9. It suffices for the clopen sets in Theorem 1.8 to form a pseudo-base 
for X. 
2. 
Next we have two versions of a lemma (Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1). The first will give 
us short proofs of: VeliEko’s theorem (hd[ C,( X)] = hd[ C,(X)*]), an extension of 
Asanov’s theorem [3] that if hL[ C,(X)] = A(X) = w then hd*(X) = o to the dual 
theorems (hL[ C,( X)] = hL[ C,( X)‘] and s[ C,( X)] = s[ C,( X)‘]) for spaces with a 
G*-diagonal, the dual theorems for Corson and Eberlein compact spaces, the dual 
theorems for the countable case under PFA, and that extent of X”, e( X”), is bounded 
by s[ C,(X)]. The second version will be used to show that s(X”) is at most 
s[ C,( X )]‘. Both versions essentially state that for sets in X” far away from the 
diagonals, 
A,j = ((ok : k E n) E X”: Xi = xi}, 
we can get bounds on the cardinal functions hd, hL, and s using collections which 
separate points from closed sets. 
Lemma 2.1. Let n E N. If A C_ X * is such that Vi, j < n, A n A,j = 0, then there is an 
S c C,( X * ) which is a continuous image of CP(X) that separates the points in A from 
closed sets in A. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.1. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. For n&l, e(Xn)ss[CP(X)]= 
Proof. We use induction on n. First for n - 1 we have e(X)~s(X)~s[C&X)] by 
Corollary 1.5. So assume that the theorem is true for n E N and let E be a closed, 
discrete subset in X*+‘. Then we have 
( 1) f E n (U Ai i,l d s[ C,( X)] by the induction hypothesis and 
(2) IE\(UAijjlSs[C,(X)] by Lemma 2.1. 
So ~E~ss[C~(X)] as desired. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be a Tychonofl space. Then Vn E N 
(a) hd(X”)shL[C,(X)] - A(X); 
(b) hL(X”)a hd[C,(X)] l A(X); and 
(c) s(X”) s s[CP(X)] l A(X). 
(In particular the conjecture holds for spaces with a G5-diagonal.) 
roof. For each case the proof may be completed by showing that X”\U Ai,j is the 
union of a collection of ( a E A(X)} where each A, meets the conditions ot’ 
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Lemma 2.1. This may be done by showing that U A,, is the intersection of A(X) 
many open sets. This however holds by the definitions of the A,/s and A(X), and 
the fact that the finite union of G,‘s is still a G,. Cl 
Corollary 2.4 (VeliEko). For any Tychonoff space X, hL*( X) = hd[ C,( X )]. 
Proof. For any regular space we have A(X) s hL( X’). Cl 
In fact if 9 E C,(X) separates the points of X, then A(X) s iw( X) =Z d(9) = 
d&(X)] (see [7]). Hence for any space X, A(X)sd[CP(X)]~hd[Cp(X)]. 
roposition 2.5. If X is weakly SO-reJinable, then L(X) s s(X). 
roof. Let “2c be an open cover of X and “cr = (V;, : n E N) a weak M-refinement of 
%. For each n E N define 
L, ={xEU W;,: ord(x, ‘Y&=w}. 
Next choose discrete subsets Dn of L, to be maximal with respect o the property 
that {x, y} E [ DJ2 implies xe st(y, vn). 
Then lDnl G s(X) and L, c_ U (st(x, vn): x E D,,} for each n EN. 
subcover of cardinality <s(X), since the L/s cover X and each x E Dn is in at most 
countably many members of v,,. q 
Corollary 2.6. Zf X2\A is weakly S&rejinable, then A(X) d s( X2). Consequently 
s*(X) = s[&(X)] and hd*(X) = hL[C,(X)]. 
.7 (Gruenhage [4]). A compact space X is Corson (Eberlein) compact if 
X2\A is metalindel6f (a-metacompact). 
For each of the above compact cases we have hd*( X) = hL[ C,(X)] 
and s*(X) = s[ C,( X)]. 
We conclude this section with two consistency results for the countable case under 
PFA. The second one has been noted by Arhangel’skii [2] is a slightly different form. 
Lemma 2.9 (see Juhasz’s chapter of [6]). (PFA) For a regular space X if s( 
then X is hereditarily LindelGJ 
. (PFA) Zfs(X’) = w (and hence if s[ C,( 
and s*(X) = s[&(X)]. If s[&(X)] = o, th 
s*(X) = s[&(X)] = hL*(X) = hd[C,(X)] = w. 
roof. By Lemma 2.9, A( ) 6 s(X2) = 0.k 2.3 we get the first 
two equalities. 
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If S[CP(X)I - - W, then A(X) = w by Corollary 1.5 and Lemma 2.9. Hence by 
Theorem 2.3 s[ Cp( X)‘] = s*(X) = W. But then Corollary 1.5 and Lemma 2.9 imply 
the rest of the equalities. El 
3. 
We now improve Lemma 2.1 so that it may be applied more readily to an induction 
on the finite powers of X. 
Lemma 3.1 (The alternate version of Lemma 2.1). Suppose A G X” is such that 
(1) VO<i<j<n, AnAij=fl and 
(2) Vi<j<n, AnAii=i. 
Then there is a continudus image of CJX) in C,(X”) that separates the points of A 
from closed sets in A. 
roof. Define !P:Cp(X)+ CJX”) by 
P( f )((xi 1 i E n)) = ( C lf(Xi)- 4) +If(&)+ll. 
icn\l 
Then F is continuous with continuous images since n is finite. 
To see that this has the required separation property let a = (ai : i E n) E A and 
F G A with a e I? Define Z to be the finite set 
Note that by the hypothesis Z does not meet the closure of E Hence we may choose 
neighborhoods Vi of ai such that 
(1) { & : i E n} is pairwise disjoint and 
(2) for each (ai,: kn)EZ we have (n v&F=@. 
Now choose f E C,(X) such that 
(3) f(a,) = -1 and f(ai) = i for ie n\l; 
(4) f(V&[-l,O] and f(V&[O,i] for iEn\l; 
(5) f(X\U vi) G 101. 
To do this choose go such that go( ao) = -1 and go(X\Vo) = (0). Next for :E n\l 
choose gi such that gi( a;) = i and gi(X\ x) = (0). Then let f =C gi. 
Ify=(yi: iEn)E F, then P(f)(y)al. 
Assume not. Then for each iEn\l we have If(yi)-iI<1 and If(yo)+ll<l. So 
yoc Vo. And for each TV n\l 
yiEU(y: i<jdn). 
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Let ik E n be such that yk E Vi&. (There is only one choice since the 4’s are pairwise 
disjoint.) By noting that (ai, : k E n) E 2 we get a contradiction to (fl I$) n F = 0. 0 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is easier since everything is symmetric. In addition the 
proofs of Lemmas 1.3(b) and (c) may be obtained with slight variations. For (b) 
we have only one diagonal to consider so the above lemma takes care of this. Use 
the set 
(1 iftxi! - 11: fE CP(X)l- 
For the points on the diagonal. For (c) we may use two independent functions. 
Choose one as in Lemma 3.1 and the one that would have been chosen if the 
coordinates had been reversed. Add the resulting functions in C,(X”) to get the 
desired function. 
Next are two technical results needed to prove the main theorem in this section, 
s[ C,(X)‘] s s[ C,( X)]‘. The unusual form (at least for a proof in ZFC) of this 
theorem originates in Theorem 3.3. The theorem is necessarily stated in a rather 
cumbersome form, however, the basic technique is quite simple. 
mma 3.2. Let A E X x Y and “cr = {(X x hi) n A: i E I} be a pairwise disjoint collec- 
tion of sets where each bi is open. Then 1 V( < s( Y). 
roof. For each i E Z choose (Xi, yi) E (X x bi) n A. Then the set (yi : i E I} is discrete 
in Y. Since if yi E bi, for i #j, then (~j, yj) E (X x bi) n A. SO 
(xi, yj) E ((X x bi) n 4 n (W x bj) n A), 
a contradiction. Cl 
Let A G X x Y with s( Y) 6 A+. Further assume that each a in 
contained in an open set X x b, such that IX x b, n AJ < A. Then IAl s A+. 
roof. Inductively define sets A, c A and Sa c_ A, for (Y E A+. Given { AP : p E a) 
and {Sp : p E a} consider the set A\U,,, A,. If A\U,,, A, is empty let S, and 
A, both be empty. Otherwise first choose S, such that 
(i) {(X x 0 n (A\U,,, A,): a E Sa} is a maximal pairwise disjoint collection 
in A\&,, A,. Next let 
(ii) A, = U W x b,) n (A\U,,, A,&: a E &I- 
Notice that if a E A\l_J {AP : p E a + 1) then X x ba meets A, since otherwise 
1(X x bs) n (A\U,,, A&: s E S, u ia)> 
would be a disjoint collection. Also notice that by constructio ff ‘s are pairwise 
disjoint. 
Now we have l&i s h+ for each cy E A+ by Lemma 3.2 and hence c) (A, : a E A+) 
will also have cardinality at most A+. 
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Assume not and let a E A\U A,. Then as noted above from first induction 
condition (X x b,) n A, # 0 for each (Y E A+. But then (X x 6, n A( 2 A+ since the 
A,‘s are pairwise disjoint. 0 
For any T3i space X and n EN, s(X”)s s[C,(X)]‘. 
roof. Use induction. The cases n = 1 and 2 are done. So let n 2 3 and consider a 
discrete set Y c X”. Without loss of generality Y n A,j = 0 for each i <j < n. So for 
each y = (yk : k E n) E Y choose neighborhoods VF of yk such that 
n (u Ai,j) = 0. 
Let VT =XX(Ilksn\l V;). Now by the above and Lemma 3.1 
IVzn YIss[Cp(X)]. 
So we may apply Theorem 3.3 to get that I Y] 6 s[ C,( X)]‘. Therefore by induction 
we get the theorem to be true for all n. Cl 
Note that at least consistently there are locally countable, uncountable regular 
spaces with countable spread. (The Kunen line is such an example.) Hence we 
cannot expect to get equality from the hypotheses that allowed us to apply 
Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.5 (VeliEko [B]). For any Tychonoff space X and lfn EN hd(X”)< 
hL[C,(X)] l s(X”). 
roof. (VeliEko’s) Again use induction with the cases 1 and 2 done. Let A = 
hW,Wl, K = s( X” ) and A C_ X”. Without loss of generality A n (U A,j) = 0 for 
each i and j < n. NOW WU E A there is a neighborhood V’ G A with vO n (IJ A,j) = 0 
for each i and j < n. Inductively choose a,‘s such that 
Then the collection of Q,‘S will be discrete and hence there is at most K of them. 
Further by Lemma 3.1 each of the Va,‘s will have a dense set D, with cardinality 
at most A. So the set D = U D, will be the required dense set (each a, is in 
V,,rls,). cl 
. For any space 
p(X)]~~[Cp(X)w]~s[Cp(X!~+ and 
(ii) hL[C,(X)] s hL[&(X)“] s hL[C&X)] ! l 
Further, if s[ C,( X)] =z hL[ C,i )], then bL[C,(X)] = hL[C,(X)“]. 
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emarks 3.7. (1) The inequality hL[ CP( X)“] s hL[ C,( X)] fails only if the corre- 
sponding inequality for the spread fails and in this case the hereditary Lindelof 
degree and the spread of CP(X j are the same. 
(2) If s*(X) is a limit cardinal then the equalities s*(X) =s[C,(X)] and 
hd*(X) = hL[C,(X)] must hold. So in any space for which these equalities do not 
hold we must have that 
sup(s(X”): nEN}=S(X”*) for some mEN (ma3). 
In this section we will show that for a wide variety of spaces the equalities 
s*(X) = s[ C,(X)] and hd*(X) = hL[C,(X)] do hold. In all of these we will achieve 
our results by assuming the existence of continuous functions from X (or X”) to X. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose there is a countable collection of continuous functions 
X, i E I, such that 
!Pi:X*+ 
(a) Vx E X, Vi E I, !&((x, x)) =x and 
(b) V(x, y) E X*\A, 3 E I with zY,((x, y)) E! (x, y}. 
Then hd*(X) = hL[ C,(X)] and s*(X) = s[ C,(X)]. 
.2. Suppose there is a countable collection of continuous functions ?Pi :x*+x, 
i E I, as above. Then for each n E N and function L from n’ to I there is a continuous 
function Hi_ : C,(X) + C,(X”) such that I$C,(X) separates points from closed sets 
in YL where 
YL = {(Xi : i E n) E X” : Vi <j < n, TL,,j,(xi, yj)E (xk : k E n}}. 
Condition (a) in Theorem 4.1 forces the YL’s to be subsets of X”\U A,j . For 
these sets we can very nearly separate points from closed sets. The problem occurs 
when one of the elements of the closed set is near a particular point of a diagonal. 
We will use the auxiliary functions in the hypothesis to check for just this ty 
point. 
Proof of Lemma Fix n E N and the function L E I” I. 
H(f )(xi: ie n)= 1 If(xi)-(i+l)l+ C If(‘lu,,i,j,(xi,Xj>+lI* 
icr II icjrn 
Fix y = (yi : i E n) E YL and a closed F c X”\(y). NOW choose o 
such that 
(a) y E ni,, Ui E X”\F: 
(b) yi E ui, i E n and ~~~i,i,(_Yi, > E 
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(c) the cohection { Ui : i E n} u { Wi j : i <j < n} is pairwise disjoint. . 
Note if *,_(i,j)(yi, _Yj> = pt(r,s,(~rr yy> we have u/i-j = Wr.5 l 
Also choose neighborhoods V of yi such that 
(d) VE Ui and Vj!C_niij<” @L(i,j)Ui. (*(X,X)=X*) 
Next we may choose a suitable f~ C,(X) such that 
(i) f(yi)= i+ 1; 
(ii) f( V& [0, i+ 11; 
(iii) f( lYL(i,j)(Yir _Yj>) = -1; 
(iv) f( wi,j) C II-19 01; 
tv) f(X\[U vi UU wi,j3) s {Ol- 
This may be done by adding up Tychonoff functions such that (i)-( iv) are met 
separately (being careful not to use more than one such function for each distinct 
point). Then by (c) above the sum will have the desired properties. 
Claim. G = H(f) separates the point y from the closed set F. 
Proof. First note that G(y) = 0 by conditions (i) and (iii). Let z = (Zi : i E n) E X” 
and suppose that G(z) < i. We will show that z E fl Vi and hence is not in F. 
Since G(z) < i we have If< Zi) -(i + 1)1< i for each i in n. Consequently we have 
ZiEU Vj foreach iEn. 
i- .i 
If there is a k E n such that zk E Vk, then by the pairwise disjointness of the V’s 
3i<j<n and kE n with {zi, zj}E Vk, i.e. 
(Z;, Zj)E Vim 
But this implies that qL( i,j,(zi, zj) E Uk by (d). SO by the pairwise disjointness in (c) 
and conditions (ii), (iv) and (v) 
Hence G(Z) 2 If( VL(i,.j,( zi, zj)) + 112 1 a contradiction. SO we must have that Zi E V 
for each i. Hence we have z E fl V. 
In order to finish the proof we need to show that H is continuous with continuous 
images. To see this simply note that if (Xi : i E n) is in X”, then the collection 
{Xi : i E n} u { */Ji,j)(Xi, Xj): i <j C n} 
is finite. So if Ju is a net in C,(X) that converges to f, then the values for points 
in the finite set converge tofof that point. Consequently H (g)(Xi : i E n) will converge 
to H(f)(x, : i E n). So H is continuous. The images will be continuous since, for a 
fixed J H(f) is a finite combination of sums and compositions of continuous 
functions. U 
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em .3, Let n E N\(1,2). Then X’ may be written as the countable dnion of sets 
that are either a YL as above or a continuous image of X”- I. 
roof. For i <j < n, s E I and k E n\{i,j} define rifS: X”-’ + X” by ~Y;(x,: 
rEn-l)=(y,: t-En) where 
x r< k, 
Y, = &x,, s), r= k 
G-1 9 r>k 
Then we will have that 
X” = u Ai,.i u u YLU u r$(x”-‘). 
iCj<tt LE6 i<jC n 
kc n\{i,j} 
SE I 
Let(xi: iE n)E “\U 3ij. Then for each pair i <j < n 3si i E I such that !PS, (Xi, xi)& 
{Xi, 5). If in addition we have that ?PV, ,(Xi, xi)E {xi : i E n}" for each i <j < n then the 
point is in YL. Where 
L( i, j) = 
1 
%.i9 if i <j, 
so,l , else. 
Otherwise we have that 
(Xi : i E n) E r:;!,,J X”-‘) for some k E n\{i, j}. Cl 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is then just a simple induction argument. 
lf X is a vector space, then hd*(X)=hL[C,(X)] and s*(X)= 
s[ C,(X)]. (In particular if X = C,( Y) for any Y.) 
Defh !ff : X2 + X by ?P( x, y ) = i( x + y ). !P satisfies all the requirements of 
Theorem 4.1. q 
Theorem S. Suppose there is a countable collection of homeomorphic embeddings 
hi:X+X, ic I, such that VXEX, 3ic I with hi(x)Zx. Then hd*(X)=hL[C,(X)] 
and s*(X) = s[ C,( X)]. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 O 
X” as the countable union of sets that are either 
(a) a continuous image of a s 
(b) sets YL with a continuous 
rates the points of YL fro 
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.6. If (hi : i E I} is a collection of continuous functions from X to X, then for 
each L E “I there is a continuous Hr : C,(X) + C,( X”) that separates the points of 
YL={(Xi: iE n)E X”: Vi,jE n(hLci)(Xi)G {xk: k~ n)) 
A i < j+(xi Z xj A hL(i)(Xi) Z hrcjb(xj) 
from closed sets. 
roof. Fix LE “I. Define HL: C,(X)-, C,(X”) by 
HL(f)(Xi: iEn)= 1 ]f(xi)-(i+l)]+]f(hL(i)(x,))+(n-i)] 
icn 
im 1. HL : C,(X) + C,( X n ) is continuous. 
roof. First we have that for fixed f E C,( X ), HL( f) is a continuous function from 
X” to IF8 since it is a finite combination of compositions with continuous functions 
and sums. 
Next HL is continuous. Let (Xi : i E n) be a point in X”. Then (Xi : i E n} u 
(hL( iI( i E n} is a finite set in X. So if we have pointwise convergence in C,( X ), 
then we have convergence at each of the points in this set. 
Claim 2. 7?ze image of ML separates the points of Y,_ from closed sets. 
Proof. Fix y = (yi : i E n) E YL and a closed set A E X”\(y). We need to find an 
f E C,(X) such that HL( f) separates y and A. 
For id j < n choose open sets Ui, v, and M’& such that 
(i) WiEn, YiE ViE Ui; 
(ii) Viaj<n, hL(i)(yj)E Wij; 
(iii) the collection { Ui : i E n’} v ( Wi j : i s j < n} is pairwise disjoint (note if there 
is any repetition in the labeling of the points {yi : i E n} u (hL( iI( i 6 j < n}, then 
the same open neighborhoods are to be chosen with a corresponding repetition of 
indices); 
(iv) (ni,,, ui) n A =0; 
(V) VjEn, Virni,j hz,i,Wij- 
Next choose (or construct) a function f E C,(X) such that 
(a) ViEn,f(y,)=i+l; 
(b) ViEn,f(&)c[O,i+l]; 
(c) Vi E n,f(hL(i)(Yi)) = -n + i; 
(d) ViEn,f(W&[-n+i,O]; 
(e) Vi <j < n, f( Wi,j) C (0) if 
otherwise f ( Wi,j) G [ = n +j, n]; 
(f) f(X\[u(U,: i~n}uU{Wjj: iSj<n)])~{O). . 
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To construct such a function, J first for i E n choose functions gj : X + [O, i + I] 
with gi(yi) = i + 1 and gi( X\ Vi) = (0). Next for i E n choose functions g,, i : X + 
C-n + t 01 with gra+i(hL(,,(yi)) = -n + i and gn+i(X\ W;,i) = (0). NOW by our choice 
of Vi’s and Wi,i’s we have that the nonzero portions of these functions are all pairwise 
disjoint. (See conditions (i) and (iii) above.) So if we add all of these we get a 
suitable function 
f(x) = C (gi(x): i E 2n). 
Where for condition (e) recall that Wii <j c n, 
Let F = HL(f) (E C,(X”)). F will separate y and the closed set A. Note that by 
definition of HL and conditions (a) and (c) F(y) = 0. We will finish the proof of 
Claim 2 by showing that F‘[O, $) is contained in ni,, Vi. 
Let 2 = (zi : i E n) E F’[O, $). Then Vi E n, 
If(z;)-(i+l)lcf. 
So by (b), (d), and (f) we have 
ViEn, zidJ{l$: iGj<n}. 
Assume that zi g v for some i E n. Then, since the y’s are pairwise disjoint and 
n is finite, 3 <j < k such that 
{Zig Zj}G Vk* 
But then hL(i)(zi) c W& by our choice of Vk (see (v)). Hencef(h,,,,(z,))E [-n + k, n] 
by (e). But i < k < n implies that the quantity -n + i+$ < -n + k. But we also have 
that 
If(hLfi)(Zi)) + n - iI<{- 
SO f(hl(i)(Zi))( -n+f+i< -n + k. This yields a contradiction to the assumption 
that zj E & for some i E n. Hence z E n VI: as we desired. Cl 
Notation 4.7. Fix the following notation for the rest of the paper. For a collection 
of continuous functions (hi : i E I} and for i, j E n (i #j) and r E I define 
A;i = {(xk : k E n) E X”: Xi = h,(Xj)). 
For a collection of homeomorphic embeddings {hi : i E I) and for i, j E n (i Z j) an 
r, s E I define 
I32; = {(xk : k E n) E X”: Xi E h$( Dom h,‘) A Xj = h,*( h,(~;))}. 
Then the Alj’s are continuous i 
of xfl-* x hg(Dom hi’) c 
2;‘s are continuous images 
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. We finish by showing that X” is covered by the union of the 
YL’s, the Ai,i’S, the Ati’s, and the B~:;‘s. 
Let x = (Xi : i E n) E x”\IJ A,j and choose an L E “I such that 
Vk E n, hL&xk) f xk. (*) 
Now if 3i,j~ n such that I&+) = xi then XE A$j’ where if j by (*). So without 
IOSS of generality assume that x E X”\[cJ Ai.j u iJ A&]. 
Case 1. 3i<j< n such that hui,(Xi) = hLcj)(Xj). But this gives Xi = h,:i,(h,,j,(Xj)). 
so x E @ilJ-(jb_ 
Case 2. 3i < j< n and k E n\(j) such that hL(i)(Xj) = hL(k,(xk). In this case xi = 
Uit,L(li) 
k,:i,(k,,,,(&))* So XE Bk.j * 
Finally if none of the above hold then x E Yr. Cl 
Thmrem 4.8. If A E X and there is u continuous, l- 1 function f : A + X with f (A) A A = 
0 (in particular a copy of A x 2 E X), then hd*(A) e hL[Cp(X)] and s*(A) s 
sEG(X)]. 
Proof. Fix A and f as in the theorem. We will consider the map HL in Lemma 4.6 
to be from C,(X) to C,(A”) where L is just a constant function (there is only one 
“hi”, namety the function f). Assume the theorem is fatse. Then let n E N be the 
least n with a discrete counter example. Fix a discrete S cz: A”, 
S = {(Si,u : i E n): (Y E K+}. 
Without loss of generality if (si,, : iEn)and(sj,p:jEn)areinSrA”,anda#Por 
i f j we have si,a f Sj,p. But then S c YL (as in Lemma 4.6) by the hypothesis on ,’ 
We then get a contradiction using Lemma 4.6. Cl 
Theorem 4.9. Suppose for all infinite A c X there is a continuous, 1 - 1 function fA : A + X 
with i{a E A: f(a) = a}1 <IAl. 7% en s*(X) = s[ C,(X)] and hd*( X) = hL[ C,( X) 1. 
Proof. We modify the above proof to show that if S is a discrete subset in X”, then 
there is an S’E S with the same cardinality which is covered by a Yr (as defined 
in Lemma 4.6) and the A;j’s. 
Assuming the theorem is true for n - 1. Suppose S c X” is a discrete counter 
example. First, without loss of generality, Sn (U A,j) =I) by the induction 
hypothesis. Second, without loss of generality, S = {(Si.a : i E n): cr E K+} where s;,, = 
Sj,p iff i = j and CY =@. Because if any coordinate is repeated consider Sn 
(X”-I X {Si,u})* Th’ IS must have cardinality at most K by the induction hypothesis so 
we may choose a subset of S with the desired property. 
Let A = {qa : (i, a) E n x K+} and f the function guaranteed by the theorem 
hypothesis. Now consider 
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S’ still has cardinality K+ since we removed at most the K elements. However S’ 
can be covered by a YL (where L is a constant function) and the &‘s. But this 
gives us a contradiction since each of this finite list of sets has spread at most K. 
The equality for hd*( X) and hL[ C,(X)] holds by Theorem 3.5. Cl 
Finally we show how to apply Theorem 4.5 to Lindeliif homogeneous spaces. 
JO. If X is a Lindeliif homogeneous space, then X has a countable collection 
morphisms, hi, such that VX E X 3 hi with hi(x) # X. 
roof. For (x, y) E X2\A fix a homeomorphism fr,y : X + X with fs,Jx) = y. Let 
0 x,_V = {x E X: fy,Jz) # z}. Then 9, ,. is an open set containing x. Hence there is a 
countable set J c X’\A such that X E U { Ox,y : (x, y) E J}. Hence the collection of 
homeomorphisms (f&, : (x, y) E J} will work. Cl 
Theorem Lindel6f homogeneous spaces X, satisfy the equalities hd*( X ) = 
hL[C,(X)] aid s*(X) = s[&(X)]. (I n pt;rticular this is true for the compact case.) 
roof. Apply Lemma 4.10 and Theorem 4.5. 0 
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